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MODERN STAIRS



    AS FLOATING AS IT CAN GETStairs connect living spaces ... in a traditional wooden house just
as much as in a prestigious Villa or office building. 



WOOD AND
GLASS

MISTRAL
HAWAII

The classic combination of wood and

glass is timeless and creates master

pieces which never get old.

Fine engineering makes it possible to

support treads with glass on two sides to

make the treads look like floating in the

air.



   FLOATING WAVESStairs connect living spaces ... in a traditional wooden house just
as much as in a prestigious Villa or office building. 



WOOD AND
GLASS

FLOATING
WAVES

The Floating Waves design is  a

variation of our structural glass stair

with special wooden treads.

The underside of the treads show those

waves to give it a special appealing.

Wavy glass railings round the design up.



   MISTRAL MONUMENTALStairs connect living spaces ... in a traditional wooden house just
as much as in a prestigious Villa or office building. 



WOOD AND
GLASS

FLOATING
WAVES

The ultimate minimalistic design with

seamless glass stringers and floating

wooden treads.

The in-line slotted wood handrail contains

the LED which brings amazing light effects

by evening and night times



You cannot only see stairs but also sense, hear and feel them. 
Even on the first step you notice wheather you are walking comfortably     ZIG ZAG



This all glass staircase has illuminated

glass treads and the electrical wires

are hidden within the glass itself.

Innovative ideas and manufacturing

tecniques drive us to get the most out of

the materials we use to build stairs

ZIG ZAG
DESIGNS

IN EVERY
SHAPE



Does the stair creak softly under your feet? Does the handrail feel comfortable
and warm? Only quality transforms a staircase into a pleasant experiance.    ZIG ZAG BALUSTRADE



The architectural wooden Zig Zag

stairs and balustrades are designed to

the last detail.

Get the most of it!

The Zig Zag stairs are available in any

shape and wood type

ZIG ZAG
DESIGNS

FULLY
DESIGNED



Latest technology and creative thinking helps us to create
amazing designs and transform stairs into a piece of art.    ZIG ZAG STRAIGHT



Straight lines and minimalistic

features provide the most to your

home or office space.

With standard float glass or low iron,

this one is an eye-catcher for sure

FLY
ORIGINAL

STRAIGHT
LINES



SILLER is a stair builder with love for attention to detail
Wheather wood, steel or glass, we get the best out of it    MISTRAL MAGIC



This anchor method is a nice feature.

Wheather the light is spent out or on,

the WOW effet is guarantied.

Create atmosphere with the lighting of the

stairs. 

MISTRAL
MAGIC

HIGH TECH
OR STAIRS?



Stairs with Italian design and German quality craftsmenship - this
is SILLER Stairs - serving clients around the world         EUROPA



Extra wide cantilevered staircase

design with 1500mm width.

With cantilevered treads suspended from

the wall in combination with the glass

railing you get the most floating look.

EUROPA

CANTILEVERED



Gently floating upwards...
Building glass stairs is a challange for fabricators and designers, but one we like.    MISTRAL GIANT



Structuraral glass gives a stair designer

many choices to create real floating

looking staircases.

Wheather straight with seamless glass

stringer or with winder treads, the

structural glass stair fits in every space. 

MISTRAL
GIANT

 STRUCTURAL
GLASS STAIRS



Stairs with Italian design and German quality craftsmenship - this
is SILLER Stairs - serving clients around the world    MISTRAL COMMERCIAL



Use the structural glass stair for your

show room or office space.

MISTRAL
COMMERCIAL

HIGHER AND
WIDER

Floor to floor of 4500mm and walking

width of 1800mm..



Stairs with Italian design and German quality craftsmenship - this
is SILLER Stairs - serving clients around the world    MISTRAL VARIATIONS



Wheather along a wall or free standing

in the room, structueral glass makes it

possible.

MISTRAL

EVERYTHING
POSSIBLE!

Create amazing looks with floating

stairs..



Free standing stairs with glass walls or

with seamless glass stringers.

We use glass risers in order to make our

stairs code compliant to US and UK

requirements but still keep the open look. 

          MISTRAL
FREE STANDING

FREE
FLOATING



Small variations can make a big

difference and give the design a

unique look.

Also for small spaces structural glass can

get the most our of your space. Maximize

the walking width with Mistral Spiral.

MISTRAL
SPIKE

MAKE IT
INDIVIDUAL



Get a classic floating design staircase.

As floating as it can get. 

MISTRAL
CLASSIC

CLASSIC
LOOKS



Make the staircase a feature by using

structural glass and wooden treads.

Use Corian or Quarz to get a long lasting

design tread in white or stone look. 

FLY
ORIGINAL

MORE AND
MORE...



Stairs with Italian design and German quality craftsmenship - this
is SILLER Stairs - serving clients around the world    MISTRAL MAGIC 2



Make it an experiance to walk your

stair with design ideas from SILLER.

Floating wood treads and LED.

FLY
ORIGINAL

JUST LIKE
MAGIC



Stairs with Italian design and German quality craftsmenship - this
is SILLER Stairs - serving clients around the world    PYTHON



Glass prints may give your staircase a

special touch.

Cantilevered and suspended stairs with

glass railings

PYTHON

ORIANTALIC
AND MODERN



Stairs with Italian design and German quality craftsmenship - this
is SILLER Stairs - serving clients around the world    ANACONDA



Free standing and cantileved? Is that

possible? It is with the ANACONDA

design..

Straight or curved, an eye-catcher for sure!

FLY
ORIGINAL

UNIQUE
DESIGN IDEAS 
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